
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The removal was made with the utmost caution, and was calculated to
produce a _______________ effect.
1.

(great/public)

I feel ashamed almost that ________________ pain should have laid such
hold on me-and yet I can't get away from it.
2.

(mere/physical)

Well, but, my ______________ man, you must learn to talk about such
things, when you grow older, in a very different way from that.
3.

(little/dear)

It cannot be described in ______________ analysis.4. (mere/social)

Her life was like the past of this ______________ city, full, deep,
remote-his own life as yet such a baby of a thing, hopelessly ignorant and
innocent!

5.

(Moorish/old)

But whatever the young girl may have thought of her new neighbor she
never seemed for a moment to forget the ______________ friend who had
been taken from her side.

6.

(little/poor)

He will bring you ___________ readers.7. (many/new)

I filled a ____________ copy book with practice.8. (big/great)

I noticed that his throat and face and that __________________ hair were
all so different from yours when I watch you arranging your beard.
9.

(black/beautiful)

The work has been translated into ____________________ languages in
Europe.
10.

(several/different)

The _____________ radiance suffused the control room.11. (same/green)

Below that again is the __________________ blow through which we
rose.
12.

(westerly/strong)

He was a strong, splendid child, with his mother's thick, curling locks and
_____________ eyes.
13.

(large/blue)
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It is no good symptom when there are almost as ______________ writers
and female rulers as there are male.
14.

(female/many)

The result was an entire relief to her _______________ care.15.
(last/earthly)

As at very _____________ stations, the mutiny broke out when we were
at mess.
16.

(many/other)

Himself would not hop much longer-a ____________ sleep would do him
good!
17.

(long/good)

After the _____________ greetings and tender embraces, she perceived
that something weighed upon his mind.
18.

(first/warm)

A ___________ chords flew from her touch.19. (wild/few)

Sophie brought in a _______________ envelope.20. (white/simple)
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